Introduction

The NES miHealth is a portable hand-held wellness device designed to be used as a complement to the NES Health range of therapeutic products. The miHealth contains three different therapeutic technologies: PEMF (pulsed electromagnetic field therapy), bioelectrostimulation and NES informational field correctors.

This large-scale outcome study was conducted to assess the efficacy of the NES miHealth device prior to the market launch of the product. Certified NES practitioners were recruited to take part in this outcome study that was conducted over a 6-month period. For each patient who received NES miHealth therapy, a record was kept of the exact protocol used, including the choice of NES miHealth programme, length of session and whether the device was applied on, or off-body. Additionally, a detailed report on the effect the device had on the client's symptoms was completed (using a 1-10 scoring system) for each of the 251 study participants receiving NES miHealth therapy.

Method

Practitioners recruited subjects from their own client base. Consent forms and online self-assessment questionnaires were administered. Additional data such as concurrent medication and lifestyle and dietary changes were recorded.

Subjects

In total, 367 individual case studies were reported. Of these 268 successfully completed the follow-up questionnaire. Male and female subjects. Age range 18 and over.

Exclusion criteria: pregnancy, mental illness, pacemakers.
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In all cases, an average reduction of the symptoms of over 60% was experienced. After the second therapy session, even more participants – 93% – reported a significant improvement in their condition.

Subjects with chronic conditions were also looked at separately and 85% of them reported an immediate positive effect from the therapy.
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Results

Main issue at initial consultation: As is clear from the data, the most common symptom was chronic pain followed by acute pain. This is to be expected as most physical conditions are associated with some level of pain. Also, the first training covered the use of this function. Joint and muscle issues were also high on the list reflecting the practitioner’s perception that the miHealth device has an affect on these more physical complaints.
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% positive effect of first session

However, regarding the average pain relief/issue improvement, best results can be seen for acute and ‘Chronic pain’ followed by ‘Joint’ issues with promising trends for muscle pain, energy issue, stress and general rejuvenation.
Acute Pain

A total of 58 patients were treated initially for acute pain and 36 of them had repeated treatment for the same issue with the following results regarding average percentage of pain relief after the initial treatment and total relief after repeated treatments, respectively. With this number of subjects, the results can be considered as significant.

Muscle Issue

A total of 34 patients were treated initially for muscle issues and 13 of them repeated the treatment for the same issue with the following results regarding average percentage of pain relief after the initial treatment and total relief after repeated treatment, respectively.

With this sample size, the results can be considered relevant. Other treated issues have been evaluated as well, but the number of treated patients is low, so that only trends can be observed. Positive trends could be observed for the following issues.

Chronic Pain

A total of 123 patients were treated initially for chronic pain and 90 of them had repeated treatment for the same issue with the following results regarding average percentage of pain relief after the initial treatment and total relief after repeated treatment, respectively.

With this sample size, the results can be considered very indicative.

Joint Pain

A total of 38 patients were treated initially for joint issues and 27 of them had repeated treatment for the same issue (results shown in the graph above). With this sample size, the results can be considered relevant.

General Rejuvenation
The treatment results for patients having nerve issues, skin issues and bone issues are not as positive as the results for the above-mentioned issues.

Effect of the therapy on beauty, sleep and memory could not be evaluated due to a low number of treated patients.

To obtain more indicative results, further tests should be carried out for the issues that showed positive trends and relevant results.

Percentage of Patients Repeating the Treatment

A higher number of patients with longer-lasting issues (chronic pain, joint pain) repeated the treatment than patients suffering from recent pain/issues.

The following statistical analysis regarding issue duration will uncover more precise trends. Most clients presenting for a session had had their symptoms for over 1 year (long term chronic).

Response

However, regarding the average pain relief/issue improvement, best results can be seen for acute and 'Chronic pain' followed by 'Joint' issues. Looking at a chart of data, it does seem that acute conditions respond positively more of the time. However, this may be due to the lower number of clients seen with acute conditions.
Average pain relief/issue improvement

A strong effect of initial therapy for issue duration of less than a week can be observed with little improvement after repeated treatment. As for repeated therapy, a strong effect for issue duration of more than a month compared to initial therapy effect can be observed.

**Effect linked to duration of issue**

It can be seen that there is a higher percentage of patients repeating the therapy for issues with a duration of more than a month, compared to a lower number of patients repeating the therapy for issues with a duration of less than a week.
Which function was used for the majority of the initial session?

Chronic balance in the ‘Physical’ menu was used in the majority of cases. This may be due to the way the training focused on this function. Also, most of the practitioner’s used a combination of functions, with ‘Chronic Balance’ being part of the protocol.

On-body vs. Off-body

As can be seen from the above graph, the ‘on-body’ mode was used most frequently. This may be due to the way the training was delivered. The effectiveness of the modes of treatment was similar with on-body mode being slightly more effective when the results were normalised.

The same pattern as in earlier analysis is visible where the effect of the repeated treatment shows further improvement.

For the initial treatment, results show no difference between different ways of treatment, but for the repeated treatment, a slightly better effect is being achieved if the therapy was based completely on ‘on-body electrodes’ or, even better, a combination of ‘on-body’ and ‘off-body’ electrodes.
The goal of the analysis was to compare the effect of NES miHealth therapy in relation to issue/pain strength.

Relation of therapy to pain strength/issue significance

The goal of this analysis is to compare the duration of the applied therapy with the resulting effects.

Relation of applied NES miHealth therapy duration to therapy effect

No significant differences could be established. There is a similar effect of the therapy to any kind of pain or on the improvement of any treated issue. Nevertheless, the best effect can be expected treating very strong pain or high-issue significance.

The following chart shows the percentage of patients who repeated the therapy in relation to pain strength. No significant differences can be seen.
Effect related to specific locations of pain

5 body areas have been analysed: 1. Chest (thorax) & stomach  2. Head  3. Arms  4. Legs  5. Back

Does the effect of the treatment last?

When the client comes back for the follow-up session is the symptom reduced or at the same level as when they started?

Number of patients with positive, negative or no effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Repeated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive Effect</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Effect</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Effect</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of Initial consultations: 367
Positive effect at Initial: 323 (88%)
Negative effect at Initial: 11 (3%)
No change at initial: 33 (9%)

The average percentage of issue improvement before the next therapy is 25%.

Conclusion

The immediate overall conclusion from the study was that the vast majority of clients benefitted from NES miHealth therapy, with many reporting a significant improvement in their conditions after a single session.

With regard to the severity of the symptoms, no significant difference was observed between results on initially low-level symptoms and initially high-level symptoms.

In all cases, an average reduction of the symptoms of over 60% was experienced. After the second therapy session, even more participants – 93% – reported a significant improvement in their condition.

In the study, clients with chronic conditions were also looked at separately and 85% of them reported an immediate positive effect from the therapy.

If you are interested in learning more about NES Health solution and the benefits of informational healthcare, please visit our website at www.neshealth.com
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